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General Comment

Diablo Canyon sits on the confluence of 13 earthquake faults, is a dire threat to millions of lives
and gets more dangerous with every tick of the doomsday clock. Re-licensing Diablo Canyon

S would also serve as an excuse to extend the life of a power plant that really represents only death.

SDeath to people, plankton, and all organisms who dwell within the 2.5 billion gallons of seawater
" sucked into the once through cooling intake on a daily basis.

S This intake itself is so destructive to our ocean it is about to be shut down forever for lack of
Smeeting best available technology standards. Diablo is attempting a sleight of hand called

'enshrinement' to keep their obsolete, 1950's technology intake in operation by playing the desal-
drought card and dealing it from the bottom of the deck.

Plant owner PG&E is currently undergoing a broad investigation which will drastically change the
company.

S A company who couldn't be trusted with seismic testing, couldn't be trusted by Erin Brockovich
~j~and the poor people of Hinckley, couldn't be trusted with the lives of the more than a half-dozen
Q ~~people they incinerated in San Bruno, and they can't be trusted to provide electricity or safe

drinking water for your family.
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"Much to the contrary, these people belong in prison for the crime of creating 500 lbs of nuclear
waste every day- a crime which they are committing against people who won't even be born for
another 250 thousand years.

'Where were you when Diablo Blew?"

Joey Racano
1487 Nipomo ave
Los Osos, Calif 93402
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